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Will Pakistan Cooperate with Trump?

By: Dr. Hassan Abbas.
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For Pakistani Prime
Minister Imran Khan,
called “Taliban Khan” by
his critics, meeting U.S.
President Donald Trump
during his current visit
to Washington is nothing
short of a coup. Not long
ago, Trump had tweeted
that in response to massive U.S. aid to Pakistan,
“they have given us
nothing but lies & deceit,
thinking of our leaders
as fools.” Is Trump ready
to be fooled?
Khan can offer Trump
cooperation in Washington’s efforts to broker a
power sharing deal in
Afghanistan. He is even
bringing his army and intelligence chiefs to sound
authentic and appear
capable of fulfilling any
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new promises regarding
the Afghan peace talks.
The real question is
whether Khan will actually deliver — and what
Trump can offer him that
would serve as a powerful incentive.

Relations between the
United States and Pakistan have deteriorated, especially since the
Trump administration
took charge. Pakistan
hardly receives any aid
or military training op-

raised by the Republican
party members in Trump
rallies also indicate that
racially hatred has now
become the official political battle cry for GOP.

Apparently, all this
has not gone well with
Trump and at the advice
of his closest allies in the
Republican, he launched
a full-fledged attack on
the squad of four accusing them of being unAmerican and unpatriotic.
The Republicans and
Trump realize that such
an attack on four women
who happen to come from
a mainly non-caucasian
background would rally
their white supporters
to re-elect the President.
The first ones to embrace
Trump’s attack on Ilhan
and others were white
supremacist and Nazi
groups Who promoted all
kinds of conspiracy theoCont. on page 13.

President vs Ilhan,
Ocasio, Tlaib and Pressley

By: Dr Aslam Abdullah
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The anger the 45th has
shown toward Reps. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota,
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York, Rashida Tlaib of Michigan
and Ayanna Pressley of
Massachusetts Clearly
indicates that the most
powerful person in the
world is not confident
about the legitimacy of
his ideas. Equally. the
chants send her back

Go Back to Your

The four fresh congresswomen have raised
issues concerning health
care for all, reducing foreign aid to countries that
violate human rights
such as Israel, the protection of social security, the
reduction of college debt,
the persecution of asylum
seekers and the growing
corruption in the ranks
of the ruling party. They
have also challenged the
style of governance of
Trump and they have
also proposed a bill to
impeach the President.

Tel: (248) 476-8926

portunities; even civilian
aid has dwindled. The
main reason for this estrangement is the countries’ conflicting interests
in Afghanistan. U.S. in-
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Cont. on page 13.

‘Send me Back?
Piece by Piece, yet
I will Remain Intact’

By: Gayatri Sethi
Beware if you attempt to
send me back,
You would have to piece
me up.
Partition me. Into multitudes.Send my head in
parts to all the lands and
places
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where I’ve lived and
learned
But how much of my
head will you keep here
in the land called America?
Cont. on page 13.
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Trump claims US could wipe Afghanistan
‘off the face of the Earth’

that this war against
an entire nation cannot
be won so long as they
are alive is something
positive,” Zabihullah
Mujahid said in a statement. “However, his
claim that he can wipe
out Afghanistan, kill 10
million Afghans and win
this war through such a
method is irresponsible
and we condemn it in the
strongest terms.”

by Aysha Qamar

Afghanistan has demanded a clarification
on Tuesday of President
Donald Trump’s comments a day earlier that
he could have had the
country “wiped off the
face of the earth” but
did not “want to kill 10
million people.”
President Trump made
the comments Monday
during an Oval Office
meeting with Pakistani
Prime Minister Imran
Khan. The president
said he was referring to
prepared military plans
for Afghanistan, adding,
“I could win that war in
a week.”
“I have plans on Afghanistan that, if I wanted to
win that war, Afghanistan would be wiped off
the face of the Earth. It
would be gone,” Trump
told reporters. “It would
be over in – literally,
in 10 days. And I don’t
want to do, I don’t want
to go that route.”
The President’s remarks
drew a strict response

from Afghanistan’s
leadership, which has
been excluded from talks
between the US and the
Taliban.

entTrump should show
more respect for Ghani’s
leadership. The State
Department declined to
comment.

During a meeting in
Kabul between the US
special representative for
Afghanistan reconciliation, Zalmay Khalilzad,
and Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani, Afghan
officials said President
Trump’s comments were
“unacceptable,” given the
relationship between the
US and Afghanistan.

“The Afghan nation has
not and will never allow
any foreign power to
determine its fate,” Sediq
Sediqqi, the spokesman
for the President of
Afghanistan, said in a
statement. “Given the
multifaceted relationship
between Afghanistan
and the United States,
the Government of the
Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan calls for

Afghan officials also told
Khalilzad that Preais-

clarification on the US
President’s statements.”
The President’s comments also drew condemnation from the Taliban,
marking a rare topic
of agreement for the
insurgent group and the
Afghan government.
A spokesman for the
Taliban also condemned
President Trump’s remarks as “irresponsible,”
Al Jazeera reported.
“Trump’s policy that he
does not want to play
the role of a police officer
in Afghanistan and

A record 3,804 Afghan
civilians were killed
last year due in part to
stepped-up air attacks
by US-led forces and
an increased number of
suicide bombings, the
United Nations said in a
February report.
“While the Afghan government supports the US
efforts for ensuring peace
in Afghanistan, the
government underscores
that foreign heads of
state cannot determine
Afghanistan’s fate in absence of the Afghan leadership,” Afghan officials
said when calling for
clarification of President
Trump’s statement.
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By Iman Saleem
United States President
Donald Trump took to Twitter
earlier this month to unleash
a slew of bigoted remarks
against a number of Democratic Congresswomen, whom he
told to “go back and help fix the
totally broken and crime-infested places from which they
came”. For three members of
the group colloquially known
as The Squad – Representatives Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib, Ayanna
Pressley and Ilhan Omar – the
“totally broken” places from
which they came are the states
of New York, Michigan and
Ohio. Omar, the only member
of the group born outside of
the United States, was born in
Somalia, a country that ranks
significantly lower than the US
in annual gun crime, drug use
and murder statistics.
Trump continued his Twitter
attack on Monday, July 15th,
hours before the four congresswomen held a press conference
in Washington to condemn the
President’s racist rhetoric and
promotion of an “agenda of
white nationalism”. His tweets
on Monday accused them of be-

ing anti-semitic, pro-Al-Qaeda,
and “a bunch of communists”.
The President took particular
issue with Tlaib and Omar’s
criticism of Israel and support
for the BDS movement, accusing the members of Congress of being “pro-terrorist”
and talking about Israel “like
they’re a bunch of thugs, not
victims of the entire region”.
At the press conference, Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez
said she was unsurprised by
the President’s comments.
She added, “Weak minds and
leaders challenge loyalty to our
country in order to avoid challenging and debating the policy.” The US House of Representatives introduced a resolution
condemning President Trump’s
“xenophobic tweets” the following week, a resolution which
was passed by a 240-187 vote.
The President’s continued
endorsement of racist sentiments that are based on little
to no factual evidence has only
served to further legitimize
and normalize hateful bigotry within his fan-base. At a
Trump 2020 campaign rally
in Greenville, North Carolina
on Wednesday, July 17th, the

crowd chanted “Send her back!”
in reference to Congresswoman
Omar, emboldened by the President’s remarks. At an Oval Office event the following Friday,
Trump defended the crowd in
North Carolina, calling them
“incredible people” and “incredible patriots”.
A number of Democrats came
to Omar’s defense following the
rally, including 2020 Presidential candidates Bernie
Sanders, Kamala Harris and
Elizabeth Warren. Former
Republican congressman Joe
Walsh referred to Trump’s
attack as “dangerous” and “flat
out bigotry”, and called on
fellow Republicans to condemn
the President’s comments.
Congresswoman Omar’s own
constituents expressed their
solidarity with her as she
returned to her home district
of Minnesota, where she won a
remarkable 78% of the vote in
2018. She was welcomed at the
airport by supporters chanting,
“Welcome home!”. The day before, she tweeted, “I am where
I belong, at the people’s house
and you’re just gonna have to
deal!”.
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It’s time for Muslim Americans to condemn Hamza Yusuf

His membership in a
commission that could
help the Trump administration roll back human
rights is the last straw.
by Maha Hilal
This article was originally published on Al
Jazeera

Since the beginning of
Donald Trump‘s presidency in January 2017,
many American Muslim
leaders have been busy
fighting back against the
repressive, Islamophobic
policies designed and implemented by his administration.
A select few, however,
have chosen to go against
the best interest of their
communities and help
perpetuate human rights
abuses against Muslims
in the US and abroad.
Influenced by a number
of factors, including internalised Islamophobia,
these individuals have
intentionally sided with
the Trump White House.
Hamza Yusuf, once
dubbed the most “influential Muslim scholar
in the Western world” is
one of them.
Last week, Secretary
of State and top Islamophobe Mike Pompeo
announced the formation of the Commission
on Unalienable Rights
which will advise Trump
on human rights and
examine how “words like
‘rights’ can be used for
good or evil”. It includes
some of the most conservative people in the country and will be chaired
by Mary Ann Glendon,
a Harvard law professor
and an advocate of the
“flexible universalism”
of human rights, who
once campaigned against
enshrining abortion as
an international human
right at the 1995 UN
women’s conference in
Beijing. Subsequently, it
was announced that Yusuf will also be a member
of the commission.
Some Muslims welcomed
his appointment, arguing
that his presence there
would undoubtedly have
a positive effect and
could help counter the
Trump administration’s
pervasive Islamophobia.
This argument, however,
ignores the fact that two
years of intense work by
the Muslim community
to challenge acts of insti-

tutionalised Islamophobia, such as the Muslim
ban, have not changed
Trump’s mind. It also
overlooks Yusuf’s own
background.
In fact, if his past has
taught us anything, it is
that he is quite comfortable rubber-stamping the
violent actions of oppressive governments – actions he is never going to
be the target of as a cis,
white male living in the
US.
In September 2001,
shortly after the terror
attacks on the US, he
was the sole Muslim
representative in a
delegation of religious
leaders who met President George W Bush and
endorsed his decision to
launch a military campaign against terrorism –
ie, his “war on terror”.
When Trump was elected
president in 2016, following a divisive, Islamophobic, misogynistic and
racist election campaign,
Yusuf discouraged people
from protesting against
an administration that
was elected on a promise
to erode the rights of the
most vulnerable.
“We have too much work
to do, not protesting,
not lighting fires, not
saying, ‘Trump is not my
president,’” he wrote on
his website in November
2016. “He is, and that is
how our system works:
by accepting the results
and moving on.”
Then, a month later,
black Muslims came
face to face with Yusuf’s
misplaced loyalties,

when he declared at a
conference that the US
is “one of the least racist
countries” and tried to
use the racist trope of
“black-on-black crime” to
convince Muslims not to
join forces with the Black
Lives Matter movement.
In December 2018, Yusuf
again made headlines
for calling the UAE, a
country that has zero tolerance of political dissent
and is currently involved
in a devastating war in
Yemen, “tolerant“. That
he clearly ignores all the
human rights abuses the
UAE has been accused
of is rather unsurprising
given that he is a former
student and good friend
of Sheikh Abdullah Bin
Bayyah and is serving
as the vice president of
his Forum for Promoting Peace in Muslim
Societies – a religious
body bankrolled by Abu
Dhabi.
One can argue Yusuf is
only practising what he
has preached by joining the Commission on
Unalienable Rights and
attempting to work with
the Trump administration. But can we really
believe that his inclusion in a human rights
panel, clearly designed
to enable anti-black,
anti-women, Islamophobic and xenophobic policy
decisions of the Trump
administration, can lead
to positive change? Can
we give Yusuf the benefit
of the doubt given his
history of perpetuating
imperialist propaganda
and defending rights
repression?

Some Muslims who
continue to believe in
Yusuf’s good intentions
despite his appointment
to the committee called
on the community to
give him a “naseeha”, or
compassionate advice,
including the well-known
and respected imam Zaid
Shakir.
But when does naseeha
end and accountability
begin? Didn’t Yusuf get
enough naseeha in the
last two decades, as he
was spending his time
legitimising the “war
on terror” and praising
repressive regimes? For
how long do we need to
hold on to the idea that
his intentions are good
and he should be kindly
advised rather than condemned?
Yusuf surely knows the
human cost of the “war
on terror”. He is clearly
aware of the devastation
and death the “tolerant”
UAE has caused in Yemen. He undoubtedly understands the harm the
Trump administration
has already done and can
still do if it is allowed to
re-define the interpretation of human rights law
in the US.
If Yusuf wants to join the
ranks of human rights
abusers, at the end of the
day, that is his prerogative. But he cannot do so
as our representative. If
we continue to remain silent, we will be complicit
in the very violence that
he is enabling.
His recent appointment
should be the last straw
that broke the camel’s
back for the Muslim com-

munity in the US; it’s
high time we move past
giving a “naseeha”.
We cannot afford to wait
until Yusuf personally
helps Trump develop a
new Muslim ban. We
must act now and collectively condemn him for
legitimising the attempts
of an Islamophobic administration to erode the
fundamental rights of
fellow Muslims. We must
start organising boycotts
of Muslim conferences
and other events where
he is invited to speak.
We must put pressure on
other religious leaders to
distance themselves from
him and make it clear to
the wider society that he
does not represent the
Muslim community at
large.
The Quran instructs
Muslims to “Be maintainers of justice and
bearers of true witness
for Allah, even if it (the
truth) goes against your
own selves or parents or
relatives or someone who
is rich or poor.”
Thus, it is incumbent on
Muslims to speak out
against Yusuf. Holding
him accountable could
set a precedent in our
community so all those
who have enjoyed a form
of immunity due to their
elevated status no longer
feel above reproach.
This article first appeared in Al-Jazeera. The
views expressed in this
article are the author’s
own and not necessarily
reflect TMO’s editorial
policy.
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Aadhaar- Potential to revolutionize
India’s Healthcare System

By: Rohan Shah

Technology is a double-edged sword that has
the potential to hurt and
heal, contingent on the
quality of its deployment.
India is currently weighing the pros and cons of
adapting Aadhar, the
12-digit Digital Identifying number to digitize
the healthcare system in
throughout the country
The health ministry on
July 15th, 2019, as part
of the National Digital
Health Blueprint unveiled plans to pursue
ambitions of universal
health coverage. The
ministry hopes to use
Aadhar to create a Universal electronic health
database that will have
the health information
of all the people in the
county
The motivation behind
this initiative is to make
the currently frail and
segmented healthcare
system of India more
efficient, devoid of

errors, and compliant
with global standards of
healthcare delivery. The
several advantageous
implications of such
a system come on the
backs of privacy concerns
that can affect the more
than a billion people.

Implementation of Aadhar will rebuild the communication gaps between
the various stakeholders
in the healthcare system
– such as the insurance
companies, doctors, patients, pharmacies, etc.
Such a system will
ensure that all necessary parties, even in the
most remote regions of
the country, will always
have access to the same
comprehensive medical
records. Patients will
no longer have to lug
around giant stacks of
paper, and physicians
will cut down on redundancies and errors in
testing and medicating,
insurance companies will
streamline the claims

process, and pharmacies
will be able to dispense
the correct medications
promptly.

Narendra Modi, the
current Prime minister
of India, said that “I
dream of a digital India
where quality Healthcare
percolated right up to the
remotest regions powered by e-healthcare.”
The use of Aadhar can
also have macro-level
benefits by tracking the
origins and patterns of
disease proliferation.
Nandan Nilekani, in
his book, Rebooting
India, talks about how
of Aadhar can aid in
pinpointing the sources
of diseases, patters in
transmission, and more
importantly, how the
government can use this
information to employ
the limited workforce
and medical resources
most efficiently.

structure and superficial
privacy laws has given
rise to significant privacy
concerns. Human rights
and civil liberty activists
are troubled that this
new system will enhance
the government’s ability to spy on people and
monetize the Aadhar
data by selling it to corporations. The activists
are also fearful by the
government’s inability to
safeguard this information from hackers.
Just early this month,
250 million vehicle
registration information,
the many thought was
private information, was
sold by the Ministry of
transport for use in the
commercial arena. In

February 2019, because
of lack of authentication
security, and Indian
gas company leaked the
Aadhar information of
6.8 million people.
According to Apar Gupta,
the executive director
of the Internet Freedom
Foundation, “Aadhar
is becoming a 360-degree surveillance tool”.
Without the appropriate
investment in tech infrastructure and passing
of strict privacy laws,
the potential good that
Aadhar can do within the
healthcare sector will not
come to fruition.

If you want to write for TMO,
Please email:

Rolling out such intricate
digital solution in a country with poor tech infra-
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Two Boxers Die in the same week

By: Zain Ahmed

Russian boxer Maxim
Dadashev and Argentine
boxer Hugo Alfredo Santillan have both died in
the same week from similar brain injuries at the
mere ages of 28-years-old
and 23-years-old respectively.
Three days after his final
fight against Subriel
Matias from Portugal,
Dadashev died on July
23 devastating the boxing community. While
Dadashev was able to
fight back against Matias
in the first few rounds,
Matias ‘punished’ the
Russian during the middle rounds. Eventually,
it became obvious that
the 28-year-old was
in trouble as he began
looking off-balance with
actions, unlike his usual
self.
After the eleventh round,
Dadashev’s trainer,
Buddy McGirt, knew that
something was wrong.
“I saw him fading, and
when he came back to
the corner, my mind was
already made up,” he told
ESPN. According to McGirt, it was very difficult
to convince Dadashev to
allow him to notify the

ref to stop or end the
game, but eventually,
McGirt did what he felt
was best for Dadashev.
It was obvious that
Dadashev needed to be
rushed to the hospital
since he was not able
to walk by himself. The
fighter needed and proceeded to vomit after the
fight.
After he was taken to
the hospital in an ambulance, Dadashev underwent a two-hour brain
surgery to stop bleeding

in his brain. Most of the
swelling was on the right
side of his brain and the
player from Saint Petersburg was put in a coma
for that time.

but he could not make
it out alive. Elizaveta
later vowed to continue
to raise their son and
make him as great as his
father.

But three days after
the fight against Matias
Dadashev’s trainer and
wife, Elizaveta Apushkina, confirmed his death.
Dadashev was fighting to
get a green card to come
to America with his wife
and his son Daniel. He
was fighting for freedom
in America for his family,

Two days after the loss
of Dadashev, the boxing
community once again
faced tragedy the same
week. Hugo Alfredo Santillan died from similar
injuries in his fight on
Saturday against Javier
Abreu which ended as
a draw. The 23-year-old
fainted while the judges

were in the process of
announcing the draw. He
was immediately rushed
to the hospital.
In the hospital, the
young boxer from Argentina had a successive kidney failure and swelling
in his brain that was not
healing this eventually
affected the rest of his organs and led to his death.
The two tragedies have
severely affected the
boxing world and emphasized the dangers associated with the sport.

The 2019 MIST Nationals Is Here
schoolers about Islam
and empowering them
to be better Muslims in
today’s society.

By: Usman Saiyed
“MIST! MIST! MIST!”
This is the chant of
hundreds of high school
Muslim boys and girls
coming together for one
event, Muslim Interscholastic Tournament
(MIST).

MIST Nationals is an
experience you can’t
miss out on. Everyone
makes new friends and
they interact with people
who they have never met
before. People who have
participated in MIST
events always come back
saying “it’s amazing”,
“an experience you can’t
miss”, or “I wish I could
go back for one more
year”.

MIST is a tournament
that is held annually
where high schools contend in competitions under different categories
like Arts, Sports, Quran,
Group Projects, Debate
and many more.
This weekend of July 25,
26 and 27 MIST Nationals are being held for the
first time in the city of
Baltimore.
Children from all over
the US and even parts
of Canada are coming to
MIST Nationals for challenging, fun-filled and
collaborative events.
MIST Regionals were
held in the winter of
2019 locally in different states ranging from

Michigan, Florida, California, to even Texas.
Highschool contestants
spent a weekend competing against their friends
and community members. People who placed
either first, second or
third continued on to
Nationals to compete
with people they’ve never
met before. Contenders
are excited to compete

in events and games
starting the weekend of
July 25 2019 and looking
forward to an amazing
MIST Nationals experience.
Every year the theme
to each MIST event is
different from the last.
This year the theme is
The Honor of Humility:
Discovering Dignity in
Challenging Pride.

Competitions revolve
around this theme,
which allows for children
to learn how to be a better Muslim while having
fun and competing at the
same time. While children can compete, they
can also attend lectures
called MISTalks which
are led by profound
Sheikhs. These lectures
will be teaching high

MIST is a great way for
young Muslims to show
off their skills and attend
a religious retreat. The
youth is enthusiastic
and can not wait for this
year’s 2019 MIST Nationals in Baltimore.
Which school will come
out on top? More to come
soon.
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Trump Backs Down from Plan To Include
Citizenship Question on 2020 Census

Great for all Americans
if we don’t know who’s in
this country.”

by Jill Patel

In a Rose Garden ceremony on Thursday, July
11, President Trump
announced he would drop
efforts to include a citizenship question on the
2020 census. Instead, he
stated his plan to sign an
executive order requiring
citizenship, non-citizenship, and immigration
data from all U.S. agencies to be provided to the
Department of Commerce.
“We have great knowledge in many of our
agencies. We will leave
no stone unturned”
Trump said, alongside
Attorney General William Barr and Commerce
Secretary Wilbur Ross.
Attorney General Barr
stated that the government had “ample justification” to why they
would like to require a
citizenship question be
answered on the census,
however, they did not
have enough time to fight
their case without impeding on the ability for the
census to be carried out
and distributed on time.
Instead, they decided to
seek alternate routes to
continue with their plan
of obtaining this information.
This decision comes after
last month’s Supreme
Court ruling in Department of Commerce vs.
New York which froze
President Trump’s plan
to add a citizenship
question on the census—a form sent to every
household in America.
The question would read,
“Is this person a citizen
of the United States?”
This ruling came, in
large part, due to Chief
Justice John G. Roberts Jr.’s issue with the
grounds on which Wilbur
Ross, Commerce Secretary, was basing his
reasoning for demanding
this question, more so
than being concerned
with the actual contents
of the question. Wilbur
Ross’ initial argument
was that “the question
has been a longstanding
historical practice asked
in some form or another
for nearly 200 years,”
reported The New York
Times. The fact is that

this question, when
asked on the census,
historically, has always
been intertwined with
issues over race or immigration—a detail Ross
did not mention.
With the importance of
this form in mind, the
Supreme Court believed
the reason provided for
having this question was
artificial and had possible discriminatory intent.
It was also doubtful if
Wilbur Ross even had
the proper authority to
make this inclusion in
the census and if he had
followed the right legal
procedures.
Chief Justice Roberts
wrote in his opinion that,
“Accepting contrived
reasons would defeat the
purpose of the enterprise.
If judicial review is to
be more than an empty
ritual, it must demand

something better than
the explanation offered
for the action taken in
this case.”
According to NPR, this
debate had a great deal
at stake. Research by the
Census Bureau suggested that it would result in
an undercount of about
9 million people, all
discouraged from taking
part in the census, that
would affect states and
urban areas with large
immigrant populations,
communities of color and
especially, Latinx people,
all communities that lean
towards voting for Democrats. This would have
long term impacts on
how political representation and government
funding remains until
2030 as census results
are used to determine
each state’s share of
congressional seats and

Electoral College votes,
and how billions of dollars are distributed.
Before giving up on the
matter entirely and proposing an alternate plan
to avoid not completing
the census forms on time,
Trump was vocal in not
backing down. He tweeted his frustration with
the situation regarding
the citizenship question
and appalled that the
court required him to
provide extensive reasoning.
The Trump reelection
campaign even sent
emails to supporters that
required them to complete an online survey
that polled whether or
not they thought there
should be a question
inquiring citizenship
status placed in the 2020
census. The email read,
“We can’t Keep America

Showing support for the
ruling by Chief Justice
Roberts were liberal
Justices Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen G.
Breyer, Sonia Sotomayor
and Elena Kagan. They
all believed that Wilbur
Ross’ reasoning for adding the question—that it
was a request by the Justice Department to help
in the enforcement of the
Voting Rights Act—was
not adequate and it fell
apart under examination,
said The Washington
Post.
NPR also explained that
earlier Thursday, the
House planned on voting
to hold Barr and Ross in
contempt of Congress for
their refusal to comply
with subpoenas relating
to key documents relating to the investigation
regarding the citizenship
question. These documents have the ability to
indicate the truth on why
the Trump administration wanted this question
added. With no valid legal justification for their
refusal to comply, both
Barr and Ross are urged
to comply with these subpoenas before a contempt
vote occurs.
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Sri Lankan President Sirisena Wants to Reintroduce the Death Penalty
drugs was a prominent
part of Sirisena’s manifesto upon his election in
January 2015.

by Iman Saleem

Sri Lankan President
Maithripala Sirisena announced that he
signed death warrants
for four drug offenders,
a move that would end
the island’s 42-year-old
moratorium on the death
penalty/
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As it stands, Sri Lanka
retains the death penalty
within its legal system.
Capital punishment
was abolished and then
reintroduced after the
country gained independence until the new
constitution decreed that
executions should be
decided by a trial judge,
authorized by the attorney general and minister
of justice and ratified
by the president, which
effectively put an end to
the implementation of
capital punishment.

Duterte’s brutal campaign, which Sirisena
has praised, has been

UM

The executions, if they
do take place, will be the
first in the country since
1976. The announcement
was met with both local
and international condemnation, with human
rights organizations and
activists urging the president to reconsider his
decision, to no avail.

While his initial campaign against drugs was
successful, the government is yet to invest in
a dedicated drug rehabilitation program, an
endeavor that is unlikely
to occur with the president’s term likely ending
later this year.

R N AT I O N

accused of grotesque
human rights abuses
and his policies have

targeted the most vulnerable communities in
the Philippines. A war on

UMMAH
RELIEF

2019 Drive

Sirisena, however,
remains undeterred,
going as far as to state
that those opposed to the
decision were “aiding and
abetting the drug traffickers.”
Sirisena’s resolve to
crack down on drug dealers was inspired in part
by Philippines President
Rodrigo Duterte, whose
war on drugs has resulted in an average of 33
people being killed daily
in the country since he
came to power in July
2016.

Cont. on page 12.

Udhiya

Qurbani

INTERNATIONAL

“Their flesh does not reach ALLAH, nor does their
blood, but the piety from you reaches him”
(AL-HAJJ: 37)

125

$

food

package
includes
meat for a
needy
family of 7

185

Former President Chandrika Kumaratunga
attempted to reintroduce
the death penalty in the
mid-2000s, eventually
yielding due to strong
public sentiment against
it.
Public opinion does not
seem to have changed
since. Protests have been
held in objection to the
president’s decision, and
countries like the United Kingdom warned of
severe consequencesshould Sri Lanka resume
executions.

Only six months ago, Sri
Lanka voted in favor of a
global moratorium on the
use of the death pen-

$

special
food

package
for Syria, Burma
includes food
& meat

Sponsoring Country

Goat/
Sheep

Share
Cow/Buffalo

Afghanistan
Albania
Bangladesh
Bosnia
Burma (Myanmar)
Chechnya
Ethiopia
India
Iraq
Kashmir
Kosovo
Lebanon
Macedonia
Mali
Pakistan
Palestine
Somalia
Sudan
Syria
Turkey
USA

$90
$140
$85
$150
$130
$120
$110
$70
$210
$90
$130
$240
$135
$90
$140
$260
$75
$100
$260
$220
$250

$85
$95
$75
$100
$145
$90
$75
$65
$100
$80
$100
$160
$100
$70
$80
N/A
$70
$80
$200
$100
$165

Whole
Cow/Buffalo
$595
$665
$525
$700
$1,015
$630
$525
$455
$700
$560
$700
$1,120
$700
$490
$560
N/A
$490
$560
$1,400
$700
$1,155

UMMAH RELIEF INTERNATIONAL

has made Udhiya/Qurbani arrangements with food distribution programs in several countries to benefit fellow Muslim families
in desperate need of help. Last year, Alhamdulillah, thousands of needy people benefited from Udhiya/Qurbani donations through
Ummah’s food distribution project. Inshallah your Udhiya/Qurbani and food distribution will fulfill your obligation and their hunger.

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-713-4482 or DONATE ONLINE www.ummahrelief.org/donation
In the event of an emergency, Qurbani will be performed for the area with the most urgent need.

YES! I want to perform Qurbani with UMMAH RELIEF INTERNATIONAL, please accept my tax deductible contribution
Donor Name

Country

Animal

Cost

1)

Full Name:
Address:

2)
3)
4)
5)

City:

State:

Phone:

Fax:

Zip:

Email:

6)

Payment Information (Check/Money Order Accepted)

7)
FOOD PACKAGE for needy families - $125
SPECIAL PACKAGE for Syria & Burma - $185
*EMERGENCY DISASTER RELIEF DONATION
Tax ID#36-3954960 Not for Profit: 501 (C) 3
Total Amount

UMMAH RELIEF
INTERNATIONAL

$
$
$
$

VISA/MC

AM-EX

DISCOVER

Exp. Date:

Card No:
Signature:

CV No:

Please send your completed form along with payment by August 13, 2019
UMMAH RELIEF INTERNATIONAL | P.O. Box 1426 | Elgin, IL 60121 | USA
1.847.622.0574 | Fax: 1.847.741.3816 | Email: ummah@ummahrelief.org
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THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSLIMS OF INDIAN ORIGIN

Spreading Literacy • Promoting Excellence
Empowering Communities • Ending Poverty

AFMI BRINGS EDUCATIONAL
EMPOWERMENT INTO THE LIFE
OF A MUSLIM CHILD
BRINGING THEIR LIFE TIME
SMILES.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSLIMS OF INDIAN ORIGINS

29008 W. 8 Mile Road • Farmington, MI 48336
Tel: 248 .442. AFMI (2364) • Fax: 248. 476.8926
Like us on facebook https://www.facebook.com/afmi11/

AFMI EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS
SIR SYED MEMORIAL SCHOOL
BHADEYA-BARACHATTI-GAYA-BIHAR

SCHOOL IN MALERKOTLA-PUNJAB:

This school is growing and so it’s needs. The school
direly needs another computer lab and a library.

Established few years back by One of the AFMI trustees, it has
been a boon in bringing almost 100% literacy in the area.

Total estimated cost for Computer about
Estimated cost of Library is about:

They need funding for library, computer, a school playground
facility, etc.

$10,000
$3,500

And you made this possible because of your generous donations, You have been a key
to their inspiration and motivation for them to shape their successful life.
We can’t thank you enough, it is because of your financial and moral support this has
been possible.

Please mail your tax deductible donation to: 29008 W. 8 Mile Road • Farmington, MI 48336

You can also make your donation online by visiting www.afmi.org
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6-year-old Indian Migrant Girl Dies Near U.S. Border
A six-year-old Indian
migrant, Gurupreet
Kaur, died in Arizona
while attempting to
cross the U.S.-Mexican
border with her mother
and three other Indian
nationals last month.
The young girl and her
mother along with two
other adult women and
an 8-year-old girl were
dropped off in a remote
border area by human
smugglers.
The group was separated
when two of the women,
including Gurupreet’s
mother, went to search
for water. Tucson Sector
Border Patrol agents apprehended the two adult
women during their
search and subsequently learned of the three
individuals missing from
their group.
Hours later, Gurupreet’s
body was discovered,
in a remote part of the
desert, 17 miles west of
Lukesville, Arizona on
Tuesday, June 12.
Pima County Chief
Medical Examiner ruled
her death as an accident
caused by hyperthermia.
Temperatures in the
area reached as high as
108 degrees, according
to the National Weather
Service.
Gurupreet was only one
month away from her
seventh birthday.
Our sympathies are with
this little girl and her
family,” Tucson Chief Patrol Agent Roy Villareal
said. “This is a senseless
death driven by cartels
who are profiting from
putting lives at risk.
U.S. Customs and Border
Protection agents used
helicopters to search for
Cont. from page 9
SriLanks
alty at the UN General
Assembly. Last week,
Sirisena said he rejected
U.N. Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres’ appeal
to reconsider his decision.
Nevertheless, he faces a
number of legal obstacles
in his pursuit of reinstating the death penalty. As
many as twelve petitions
have been filed in the
Supreme Court challenging the recommencement
of executions.
The attorney general,
commissioner general

the remaining woman
and child who were part
of the group and found
footprints indicating
they fled back across the
border to Mexico. However, agents soon discovered the duo after they
crossed the border into
the U.S. again on Friday,
June 14.

highlights a growing
trend of Indian nationals
attempting to cross the
U.S.-Mexican border.
According to Border
Patrol statistics, there
has been a sharp increase since 2008 when a
mere 77 Indian nationals
were apprehended at the
Southwest border.

The mother and her
8-year-old daughter were
transported to a local
hospital for treatment for
dehydration, CBP said.

In 2017, that number
rose to 2,943 and in 2018,
it more than tripled to
8,997. Even with these
drastic increases, Indian
nationals only accounted
for about two percent of
migrants apprehended
at the Southwest border
in 2018, CNN reported.
However, some believe
these growing numbers
are indicative of a larger
trend.

We wanted a safer and
better life for our daughter and we made the
extremely difficult decision to seek asylum here
in the United States,”
Gurupreet’s parents said
in a statement released
by the nonprofit Sikh
Coalition.
“We trust that every parent, regardless of origin,
color or creed, will understand that no mother
or father ever puts their
child in harm’s way unless they are desperate.
Gurupreet’s death
of prisons, minister of
justice and the superintendent of the Welikada
Prison have all been
named as respondents in
these petitions.
The Supreme Court on
July 5 issued an interim
order against the implementation of the death
penalty, ordering that no
executions be carried out
until October 30. Whether a misguided ploy
at gaining votes come
election season or a lastditch attempt at cementing a legacy, Sirisena’s
demand will not come
easy — if it comes at all.

Jessica Bolter, a research assistant at the
Migration Policy Institute tracks migration
patterns at the border
and stated, “There has
been a pretty significant
increase in general in

migrants coming from
other continents. It’s not
just Indians.”
U.S. Customs and Border
Protection officials have
noted many groups apprehended were made up
of families.
This trend of increased
family migration is
echoing not just throughout Central America,
but also beyond even
the Americas. It indicates the message that
families can enter the
US easily is spreading”
Bolter said.
She continued stating,
“The number of migrants
being apprehended at
the border from other
continents has already
doubled compared to last
year.
The Department of
Homeland Security has
deemed the situation at
the border a humanitarian crisis. In May alone,
over 11,000 unaccompanied children and 84,000
family members were
apprehended, CBP said

in an online statement.
The Trump administration claims loopholes in
the immigration system
are encouraging this
growing number of migrants entering the U.S.,
while Democrats argue
that policies stemming
from this administration are to blame for the
growing crisis.
President Trump has
pledged to begin deporting millions of undocumented immigrants who
have entered the U.S.
illegally and has praised
Mexico’s efforts to stem
the tide of Central American migrants surging
across the southern
border.
Next week ICE will begin the process of removing the millions of illegal
aliens who have illicitly
found their way into the
United States. They will
be removed as fast as
they come in,” Trump
wrote on Twitter.
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Cont. from page 1.
Will Pakistan
vestment and costs in the
war-torn state, estimated
at around $975 billion,
remains at stake, and
Pakistan has failed to
meet U.S. expectations,
given its tangible support
for the Afghan Taliban.
Pakistan, for its part,
laments that its contributions to the war on
terrorism -- thousands
of lives and billions of
dollars -- are not duly
recognized.
Pakistan faces a daunting economic challenge,
and the IMF’s recent $6
billion loan commitment
gives it just enough time
to think quickly about
emerging from its economic quagmire. Saudi
Arabia, UAE and Qatar
also contributed a total
of roughly $10 billion
altogether, most of which
will go toward debt servicing and stabilizing foreign currency reserves.
Rising prices and sinking
currency are dampening
the public’s hope that
Khan’s election would
bring change.
Cont. from page 1.
President vs Ilhan
ries against the squad of
four calling them jihad
squad or communist
gang or sharia promoters.
President tried to project
these congresswomen as
anti-semitic as well, but
the powerful response
from many Jewish
groups against Trumps
deflected the attack.
Nazis or white supremacists are no supporters
of Israel and the AmerCont. from page 1.
Send me Back?

As
I
have learned and taught
at places of higher learning built on the land
whose original keepers
are the Yurok, Mucogee
and Illini.Send my heart
to the Lake Victoria
region of Tanzania where
I was born.
Send my hands to the
land that is now known
as Pakistan where all my
ancestors two generations ago were born.
Send my insides to
India, Punjab —
where my people have
resided after partition.
Send an organ of your
choosing to Iran,
the birthplace of the

Pakistani security officials believe that Washington has made every
attempt to “squeeze”
Pakistan in recent
months to punish it for
its non-cooperation in
Afghanistan. Islamabad
aspires to emerge from
this deadly cycle.
Pakistan is a crucial
part of China’s Belt and
Road Initiative, with
more than $60 billion in
investments. Pakistan
and China also share
assessments of geopolitical trends. However,
tensions with India
limit Islamabad’s options for economic relief.
India wants Pakistan to
dismantle militant and
terrorist groups operating from its territory
that specifically focus on
India, while Pakistan
expects India to discuss
resolving the perennial
Kashmir dispute.
Bureaucracies on both
sides were surprised by
the announcement of
Khan’s visit with Trump;
that implies that there is
little preparation about
agenda items for discus-

sion. Any expectations
about this meeting will
have to be realistic and
pragmatic. Even if the
two leaders have good
personal chemistry, powerful institutions in both
countries will have to
follow up with implementation. And if the past is
any indication, the two
countries are almost fed
up with each other.
In recent years, talking
past each other became a
norm in bilateral dialogues, whether among
political or military
leaders. Mutual mistrust
and lists of unfulfilled
promises on both sides
run long. It is hard to
see how one meeting
between heads of states
can reverse this trend.
To be seen as moving
toward a healthy relationship with the United
States will help Pakistan
greatly, most importantly for economic reasons.
But this can only occur if
there is a convergence of
interests with the Trump
administration in some
key areas.
For Trump, what mat-

ican Jewish community knows it well. The
anti-semitism coming
from these supporters of
Trump tops hate crimes
against Jews in America.
Even though AIPAC and
staunch Israeli backers
such as Epstein and
Sheldon would want
Trump to finish Ilhan
and other three once for
all, yet the majority of
the Jewish community
does not seem to identify
with their goals. Ilhan
and other three congresswomen are seen as the

voice of reason and youth
and ever since the President started attacking
them, their popularity is
on the rise.

faith I follow.

tiny pieces of me

But, they might return
it to the sender.Beware
if you try to send me
back —

to all the places where
I’ve felt at home

Send my back
back to Botswana where
I was raised
Where my passport says
I am a citizen.
Where I came from
when I entered these
United States.Send my
feet to all the lands and
places
I’ve traveled and sojourned
too many to name from
Aruba to Cuba to France
to Mauritius to Trinidad
to Zimbabwe.
Won’t you please send

Ilhan and the other
three have stood their
grounds and have gone
public with their explanation of events. Their
fighting back and have
earned the respect of
many independent voters
who see the campaign to
defame them a sinister
scheme on the part of
the Republican party.

and at peace?
The Caribbean and Mediterranean Seas.
The Indian and Atlantic
Oceans.Keep my uterus
in America
because it conceived and
birthed
American children.

ters most is Pakistan’s
policy toward peace
in Afghanistan. U.S.
Special Representative
Zalmay Khalilzad’s regular meetings with Pakistani leaders and officials
indicate that Pakistan
is in the know about the
Taliban negotiations
and is being trusted
with some actions. But
to persuade Trump to
reinvigorate the U.S.-Pakistani relationship,
Pakistan will have to
offer something tangible
and verifiable – not mere
rhetoric – that supports
the ongoing peace talks
with the Taliban.
The not so secret truth,
however, is that Pakistan’s interests in
Afghanistan are more
driven by its security
concerns regarding India.
Pakistan is unlikely
to change its security
calculus unless this issue
is addressed. Trump can
help Pakistan – and in
turn, the prospects of a
negotiated deal with Taliban – if he calls Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi to facilitate a
Not everyone in the GOP
seems to be happy with
the current situation and
many have spoken, however, the rhetoric Trump
has become used to has
overpowered their will
to challenge the racial
rants.
The Democratic party,
initially, was reluctant
to give full support to
four congresswomen, but
it seems that the party
leadership sees no alternative but to back them
completely. In the com-

The sole agenda item
for this meeting must be
to reach an agreement
about collaborating on
a comprehensive peace
deal in Afghanistan involving the Taliban and
the Afghan government.
The rest can naturally
follow in due course.
Dr. Hassan Abbas is
a Senior Fellow at the
Center for Global Policy
(CGP) and a professor
of international security
studies at the National Defense University
(NDU) in Washington
D.C.. He is the author
of Pakistan’s Nuclear
Bomb: A Story of Defiance, Deterrence and
Deviance (Oxford University Press, 2018) and
tweets at @watandost.
The views expressed in
this article are those of
the author and not an
official policy or position
of CGP, NDU, or the U.S.
Department of Defense.
Initially the article was
published in CGP

ing election in 2020, the
white supremacists and
AIPAC would try hardest
to challenge all the four
in primaries as well as
in the general election
if they failed to impact
the primaries. Yet, it
seems an uphill task as
the support for the four
congresswomen has been
rising not only in different parts of the country
but in their congressional
districts where it matters
most.

If I leave my American
children — the most precious parts of me — here

Too many pieces traces
of me will be left behind

I dread and fear

How will you erase or
recompense me

You will discard or exile
them too
As you disown their
“immigrant” parent.
Perhaps, I will take my
progeny with me
to lands as yet unknown
where

This land is rightfully
theirs — despite all the
denial — as their paternal people are descended
from those enslaved by
this land’s settlers.

the colors of our skin

Their ancestors built
this land

as we are.Beware if you
attempt to send me back,

They were raised to respect this land.

Khan-Modi meeting.

or worship practices
or names
or mannerisms
are free to be

Partition me piece by
piece.

in this land.

for the cumulative impact of my existence
here?
As my soul is indivisible,
she will roam unshackled and borderless wherever she please to be.
Send me back?
Piece by piece, yet
I will remain intact.
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EID AL-ADHA
FAMILY PARTY
6-8:30 P.M.
MONDAY, AUG. 12, 2019
FREE WITH RSVP
www.bit.ly/AANMEid19
Fun for the whole family
with an exhibit scavenger
hunt, cookie decorating,
special Eid crafts, henna,
storytime and much more!
Arab American National Museum

13624 Michigan Ave. Dearborn, MI 48126
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

QURBANI • UDHIYAH

DONATE TODAY: IRUSA.ORG • 1-855-447-1001
3655 WHEELER AVE., ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304
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Smiles of Eid Joy can be yours to give.
Your gift to Mercy-USA for Aid and
Development allows us to have an Eid
Qurbani/Udhia performed for you and
distributed to those in extreme need—the
thousands of hungry children and their
families around the world.
Since 1988, Mercy-USA has provided meat produced from
approximately 48,000 Qurbanis to over 1,100,000 persons
in need worldwide.
You can give securely online at mercyusa.org. If you’d
prefer, you’re welcome to give us a call at (734) 454-0011
and we can take your contribution over the telephone.
• Albania – $125
• Bosnia – $160

• India – $135
• Indonesia – $235
• Kenya – $105

• Lebanon (including
Palestinian Refugees) – $150

• Pakistan – $150
• Rohingya Refugees – $150
• Somalia – $95
• Syria– $150
• USA– $170
• Yemen – $150

44450 Pinetree Dr., Ste. 201
Plymouth, Michigan 48170-3869

Like us on Facebook!
facebook.com/MercyUSA
@Mercy-USA

